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Abstract. Oxide nanocrystallite aggregates are candidates for use in dye-sensitized solar cells. The aggregates are of submicron size, formed by nano-sized crystallites and, therefore, able to offer both a large specific surface area and desirable size comparable to the wavelength of light. While used for a photoelectrode in a dye-sensitized solar cell, the aggregates can be designed to generate effective light scattering and thus extend the traveling distance of light within the photoelectrode film. This would result in an enhancement in the light harvesting efficiency of the photoelectrode and thus an improvement in the power conversion efficiency of the cell. When this notion was applied to dye-sensitized ZnO solar cells, a more than 120% increase in the conversion efficiency was observed with photoelectrode film consisting of ZnO aggregates compared with that comprised of nanocrystallites only. In the case of TiO$_2$, the photoelectrode film that was formed by TiO$_2$ aggregates presented conversion efficiency much lower than that obtained for nanocrystalline film. This may be attributed to the non-ideal porosity of the TiO$_2$ aggregates and the unsuitable facets of the nanocrystallites that form to the aggregates. However, a 21% improvement in the conversion efficiency was still observed for the TiO$_2$ films including nanocrystallites mixed with 50% aggregates, indicating the effectiveness of the TiO$_2$ aggregates as light scatterers in dye-sensitized solar cells. Optimization of the structure and the surface chemistry of TiO$_2$ aggregates, aiming to yield more significant improvement in the conversion efficiency of dye-sensitized solar cells, is necessary.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) have recently received much attention as a promising alternative to those semiconductor-based solar cells [1-15]. A DSC is essentially a photoelectrochemical system, in which the light harvesting is accomplished by dye molecules that are adsorbed on the surface of the oxide nanostructures that form the photoelectrode film. During operation, photons captured by the dye monolayer create excitons that are rapidly split at the nanocrystallite surface of the oxide film. Electrons are injected into the oxide film and holes are released by the redox couples in the liquid electrolyte. In a DSC, to capture all of the incident photons, the thickness of the photoelectrode film, $d$, is expected to be larger than the light absorption length, $l/a$, (i.e., $d > l/a$). If such a scenario is realized, the film may have a sufficient surface for dye adsorption and possess optical absorption characteristics near 100%. However, due to the existence of charge recombination in DSCs (which results in a loss of photogenerated electrons during transport) [16, 17], the thickness of the photoelectrode film must be smaller than the electron diffusion length, $L_n$, (i.e., $d < L_n$). Ideally, all of the photogenerated electrons diffuse through a short distance within the photoelectrode film and reach the transparent anode before recombination occurs. As the photoelectrode film becomes
thinner, the energy loss encountered by photogenerated electrons is reduced. Such a dynamic competition between the generation and recombination of electrons has been regarded as a bottleneck that limits the DSCs from achieving conversion efficiencies higher than the 10–11% values that have been obtained for several years [16, 18-20]. Improvement in the light harvesting efficiency (LHE) of the photoelectrode is one approach that may reduce the thickness requirement for the photoelectrode film. Reducing this requirement would serve to lower the recombination rate and boost the performance of DSCs.

One way to improve the LHE of a photoelectrode is a use of new sensitizers with increased absorption coefficients and/or extended long-wavelength absorption edges. Such an approach has led to significant improvements in the conversion efficiency of DSCs. For example, overall conversion efficiencies of 11.0-11.3% have been recently obtained during the preliminary testing of a nanocrystalline TiO₂ film sensitized with C101, a new type of dye [21]. This dye consists of a heteroleptic polypyridyl ruthenium complex, in which the π-conjugation of the spectator ligands is extended and thus, the molecules present a higher molar extinction coefficient (17.5×10³ M⁻¹cm⁻¹) when compared to commercial dyes such as N719 (14.2×10³ M⁻¹cm⁻¹) and Z907 (12.2×10³ M⁻¹cm⁻¹). Other structured ruthenium complexes such as K8 and K9 also show a broad and greatly enhanced spectral response. This response enables a nanocrystalline film with only an 8 μm thickness to reach an overall conversion efficiency as high as 8.2% due to a significant improvement in the LHE [22]. A similar result was also reported using the organic sensitizers JK-1 and JK-2, where an ~8% conversion efficiency on TiO₂ nanocrystalline films was achieved [23].

In addition to the molecular engineering of sensitizers, the effect of light scattering has been also adopted as an effective manner to improve the LHE of the photoelectrode in DSCs. This notion is based on the consideration that light scattering may cause optical reflection or diffusion and can therefore, extend the traveling distance of incident light within a photoelectrode film. Light scattering in DSCs can be realized through the use of either a bilayer structure consisting of a light scattering overlayer and a nanocrystalline TiO₂ film, or by employing a binary combination consisting of a nanocrystalline film mixed with submicron-sized particles. Ferber et al. and Usami et al. performed theoretical studies on the enhancement effect of light scattering on DSC conversion efficiency [24, 25]. The results indicated that the optical absorption of the photoelectrode could be enhanced by introducing submicron-sized large particles into the nanocrystalline film or by using the large particles as a back-surface scattering layer. However, it was noted that, in addition to optimizing the particle size and the ratio of nanoparticles to large particles, the film thickness for each layer must also be optimized so as to compensate for a simultaneous decrease in the internal surface area of photoelectrode film. In practice, a lot of studies have reported to improve the DSC performance using nanocrystalline TiO₂ film in corporation with submicron-sized large particles as light scatterers [18, 26-28]. Furthermore, a layer of scattering film consisting of TiO₂ with dimensions of 300-400 nm has also been widely employed in a traditional DSC to reflect the incident light [29-38]. Such a film is fabricated on the back of the nanocrystalline film. In other studies aimed at generating light scattering and enhancing the LHE of a photoelectrode film, researchers have reported on the use of a photonic crystal layer or spherical voids that were embedded in a nanocrystalline film [39-47]. However, these methods have the disadvantage of causing an unavoidable decrease in the internal surface area of the photoelectrode film.

Some recent developments have reported oxide nanocrystallite aggregates for an application in DSCs [2, 10, 48-52]. It was demonstrated that the use of oxide nanocrystallite aggregates might provide the photoelectrode with a large specific surface area and meanwhile efficient light-scattering centers. This has resulted in very impressive enhancements in the overall conversion efficiency for either ZnO or TiO₂-based DSCs. This review introduces the synthesis and characterization of ZnO and TiO₂ aggregates, and shows that the light scattering
effect with these aggregates may significantly enhance the LHE of photoelectrode and thus improve the conversion efficiency of solar cells.

2. PHOTOELECTRODE WITH ZnO AGGREGATE FILM

2.1 Synthesis of ZnO aggregates and preparation of photoelectrode films

ZnO aggregates were synthesized by a hydrolysis of zinc salt in polyol medium along with heating at 160 °C [51, 53]. Typically, zinc acetate dihydrate (0.01 mol) was added to diethylene glycol (DEG, 100 mL) with vigorous stirring. The mixture was rapidly heated in an oil bath at a rate of 10 °C/min. The reaction continued for about 8 h with continual stirring. As-obtained colloidal solution was then sequentially concentrated by 1) centrifugally separating the aggregates from the solvent, 2) removing the supernatant, and 3) redispersing the precipitate in ethanol (5 mL). The sample synthesized at 160 °C is denoted as Sample 1, while three more samples else synthesized at temperatures of 170 °C, 180 °C, and 190 °C are denoted as Samples 2 through 4, respectively.

Photoelectrode films of ~0.5 cm² in size were fabricated on FTO glass using a drop-casting method. After the films dried, they were annealed at 350 °C for 1 h to remove any residual organic matter from the ZnO surface. The films were then sensitized by immersing them into 0.5 mm ethanolic solution of the ruthenium complex cis-[RuL₂(NCS)₂] (commercially known as N3 dye) [54, 55] for approximately 20 min. The sensitization time was controlled strictly and limited to avoid the dissolution of surface Zn atoms and the formation of Zn²⁺/dye complexes, which might block the electron transport from the dye to semiconductor. The films were then rinsed with ethanol to remove the additional dye.

2.2 Characterization of ZnO aggregates

Shown in Fig. 1 are the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the film of ZnO aggregates synthesized at 160 °C (Sample 1). It can be seen that the film approximately 10 µm in thickness is well stacked with submicrometer-sized ZnO aggregates. These aggregates
are polydisperse in size with diameters ranging from several tens to several hundreds of nanometers. The film therefore presents a highly disordered structure. The SEM image with a high magnification reveals that the ZnO aggregate is nearly spherical in shape and consists of packed nanocrystallites. In Fig. 1d, the structure of an individual aggregate is schematically illustrated to further demonstrate the porous features provided due to the agglomeration of nanosized crystallites. This ZnO film was thought as a hierarchical structure in view of the architecture formed by secondary submicron-sized aggregates with primary nanocrystallites.

Shown in Fig. 2 are the SEM images of the Samples 2 through 4. It is clear that, with increasing synthesis temperature, the degree of a spherical agglomeration of the nanocrystallites is gradually degraded. The Sample 2, synthesized at 170 °C, is similar to Sample 1 and consists of aggregated ZnO nanocrystallites, but starts to appear a slight destruction in the spherical shape (Fig. 2a). The Sample 3, synthesized at 180 °C, consists of partial aggregates, however most of the aggregates have lost their spherical shape (Fig. 2b). As the synthesis temperature increases further to 190 °C, the obtained product (Sample 4) only presents dispersed nanocrystallites without any agglomeration (Fig. 2c).

![Fig. 2. SEM images of ZnO films with synthesis temperature at (a) 170 °C, (b) 180 °C, and (c) 190 °C, corresponding to Samples 2 through 4, respectively.](image)

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis indicated that all the samples were of a hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO. With XRD spectra and using the Scherrer equation [56], the primary nanocrystallite size was estimated to be about 15 nm in diameter for all the samples, i.e., there was no appreciable difference in the nanocrystallite size for these samples, despite the differences in synthesis temperature and morphology. Nitrogen sorption isotherms revealed that all four samples possessed almost equal specific surface area of approximately 80 m²/g.

### 2.3 Light scattering of ZnO aggregate films

It was observed that Samples 1 through 4, i.e., the ZnO films synthesized at different temperatures, presented an apparent difference in their transparency. This was explained to be a result of light scattering, which reflected on optical absorption spectra of the dye sensitized films, as shown in Fig. 3. In the spectra below 390 nm, all the samples exhibit an intrinsic absorption with similar absorption intensity. This is caused by the ZnO semiconductor owing to electron transfer from the valence band to the conduction band. However, absorption at wavelengths above 400 nm varies significantly; such absorption originates from the dye molecules adsorbed on the ZnO surface and is related to the film structure. It has the highest intensity for Sample 1, less intensity for Samples 2 and 3, and the lowest intensity for Sample 4. It should be noted that only Sample 4 presents an absorption peak centered around 520 nm, corresponding to the visible t₁→π* metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) [55] in N3 dye but with a slight blue-shift due to the electronic coupling between N3 and ZnO, whereas the
other three samples (1-3) show a monotonically increased absorption as the wavelength switches from visible to ultraviolet. The absorption spectra illustrate that the better aggregation of nanocrystallites induces more effective photon capturing in the visible region and also suggest the existence of a strong light scattering effect. Such an effect may partially scatter the incident light and weaken the transmittance of the films and, thus, result in the pseudo absorption deviating from that of adsorbed dye.

Fig. 3. Comparison of optical absorption spectra of ZnO aggregate films (Samples 1 through 3) and nanocrystallite film (Sample 4).

Lorenz-Mie-Debye theory [57, 58] and Anderson localization of light [59] provide the analytical description for the scattering of light by spherical particles and predict that resonant scattering may occur when the particle size is comparable to the wavelength of incident light. The aggregates within ZnO films are submicrometer-sized, and they are therefore particularly efficient scatterers for visible light, resulting in a significant increase in the light-harvesting capability of the photoelectrode. Unlike large oxide particles, the ZnO aggregates are closely packed with nanocrystallites and therefore do not cause any loss in the internal surface area. It should be noted that the light scattering effect is usually imperceptible in conventional mesoporous TiO₂ electrodes consisting of nanocrystallites smaller than 50 nm, because the size is far away from the wavelength of visible light; this is also the reason that Sample 4 presents a relatively weak absorption at the visible wavelengths.

2.4 Solar cell performance

The solar cells with as-prepared ZnO films were characterized by measuring the current–voltage behavior while the cells were irradiated by simulated AM 1.5 sunlight with a power density of 100 mW/cm². Figure 4 shows typical current density versus voltage curves of the four ZnO samples. Sample 1, with near perfect aggregation, achieved the highest short-circuit current density and, thus, the highest conversion efficiency, whereas Sample 4, consisting of only ZnO nanocrystallites, presented the lowest current density and the lowest energy conversion efficiency among all four samples. Table 1 summarizes the open-circuit voltages, the short-circuit current densities, the fill factors, and the overall energy conversion efficiencies for all four samples. All samples possessed the same or similar open-circuit voltages of approximately 600 mV; however, the short-circuit current density varied significantly from 19 mA/cm² for Sample 1 to 10 mA/cm² for Sample 4. As a result, the
energy conversion efficiency varied systematically from 5.4% for Sample 1 to 2.4% for Sample 4, decreasing as the degree of spherical aggregation decreased.

![Graph showing the photovoltaic response of ZnO aggregate films and ZnO nanocrystallite film](image)

Fig. 4. Photovoltaic response of ZnO aggregate films (Samples 1 through 3) and nanocrystallite film (Sample 4). All samples were irradiated by standard AM 1.5 sunlight with an output power of 100 mW/cm².

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>(V_{OC} [\text{mV}])</th>
<th>(I_{SC} [\text{mA/cm}^2])</th>
<th>FF [%]</th>
<th>(\eta [%])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] The conversion efficiency \(\eta\) and fill factor FF are calculated from \(\eta = \frac{P_{out, max}}{P_n}\) and \(FF = \frac{P_{out, max}}{(V_{OC} \times I_{SC})}\), where \(P_{out, max}\) is the maximum output power density, \(P_n\) is the incident light power density, \(V_{OC}\) is the photovoltage at open circuit and \(I_{SC}\) is the photocurrent density at short circuit.

In view of different optical absorption of these films, the variation in the solar cell conversion efficiency could be attributed to light scattering generated because of the disordered film structure formed by the polydisperse aggregates. A disordered structure may lead to random multiple scattering in the film and, possibly, result in light localization due to the formation of traps for optical confinement. Photoinduced lasing emission on closely packed ZnO cluster films reported by Cao et al. [60] and Wu et al. [61] is one example that manifests the light scattering effect of highly disordered structure on the generation of light localization. In ZnO solar cells that consist of a photoelectrode film with aggregates, the light scattering may significantly extend the traveling distance of light within the photoelectrode film and, thus, increase the probability of interaction between the photons and dye molecules. That means, the light scattering may result in an enhancement in the LHE of photoelectrode and therefore increases the conversion efficiency of solar cells. This is just the reason that, in Fig. 4, Sample 1 achieves a conversion efficiency of 5.4%, much higher than 2.4% obtained for Sample 4, the ZnO nanocrystalline film without light scattering.


2.5 Size dependence of conversion efficiency

Size dependence of the solar cell conversion efficiency was investigated to further demonstrate that the light scattering effect was closely related to the structure of the photoelectrode film, such as the average size and size distribution of the aggregates. For this purpose, both monodisperse and polydisperse ZnO aggregates were prepared. The method for the synthesis of polydisperse ZnO aggregates is a polyol-mediated precipitation method similar to that described in Sec. 2.1, however the rate of heating was adopted to be different to control the degree of polydispersity. Specifically, a rapid heating at 10 °C/min was used to fabricate the polydisperse ZnO aggregates with a broad size distribution, while a rate of 5 °C/min was used to obtain the polydisperse aggregates with the relatively narrow size distribution. To synthesize monodisperse ZnO aggregates, an amount of stock solution was added into the reaction solution when the temperature reached 130 °C and meanwhile the zinc acetate was completely dissolved. The stock solution was made of 5 nm ZnO nanoparticles prepared via a sol–gel approach and dispersed in the diethylene glycol with a concentration of about 10⁻³ M. The size of the aggregates could be adjusted by the amount of stock solution added to the reaction solution. For example, 0.5 mL, 1 mL, 5 mL, 10mL and 20mL of stock solution were added and attained the monodisperse ZnO aggregates of 350 nm, 300 nm, 250 nm, 210nm and 160nm in diameter, respectively.

![Fig. 5. SEM images of ZnO films with aggregates different in size and size distribution. (a) and (b): Polydisperse aggregates which are different in the polydispersity of the aggregates, corresponding to groups 1 and 2, respectively. (c-g): monodisperse aggregates which are different in the aggregate size, corresponding to groups 3 through 7, respectively.](image)

To study the effects of the average size and size distribution of the aggregates on the solar-cell performance, a number of ZnO films with various structures were prepared and classified into seven groups, named group 1, 2, . . . through 7, in which the films in groups 1 and 2 were made of polydisperse ZnO aggregates and the others only included monodisperse aggregates. Figure 5 shows typical SEM images of all these film samples, where Figures 5(a) through (g) correspond to the samples that belong to groups 1 through 7, respectively. One can see that the samples in group 1 consisted of polydisperse ZnO aggregates with diameter varying from 120 to 360 nm, while the samples in group 2 also consisted of polydisperse ZnO aggregates but with the diameter in the region of ~120-310 nm. The other samples were all monodisperse ZnO aggregates with average sizes varying from ~350 nm for group 3, ~300 nm for group 4, ~250 nm for group 5, ~210 nm for group 6, to ~160 nm for group 7.
The solar-cell performance of all the samples is summarized in Fig. 6, where Fig. 6a shows the dependence of the energy-conversion efficiency on the diameter and size distribution of the aggregates, and Fig. 6b indicates a similar trend for the short-circuit current density. It is clear that the photoelectrode films with polydisperse ZnO aggregates have both a higher energy-conversion efficiency and a larger short-circuit current density than the films with monodisperse ZnO aggregates. To speak in detail, the electrode films consisting of polydisperse ZnO aggregates with a maximum diameter of 360 nm (samples in group 1) present the highest conversion efficiency of all the samples of 4.4%, approximately 33% higher than the efficiency of 3.3% achieved for the polydisperse ZnO aggregates with the maximum diameter of 310 nm (samples in group 2), and 63% higher than the efficiency of 2.7% for the monodisperse ZnO aggregates with an average size of ~350 nm (samples in group 3). Similarly, the largest short-circuit current density of 21 mA/cm², achieved for the polydisperse ZnO aggregates with the maximum diameter of 360 nm (samples in group 1), is 40% higher than that of 15 mA/cm² for the polydisperse ZnO aggregates with the maximum diameter of 310 nm (samples in group 2), and 75% higher than that of 12 mA/cm² for the monodisperse ZnO aggregate films (samples in group 3). As for the ZnO films with only monodisperse aggregates, one can see that the decrease in the size of the ZnO aggregates directly results in the degradation of the short-circuit current density from 12 mA/cm² to 7 mA/cm² and the energy-conversion efficiency from 2.7% to 1.5%. It has been demonstrated that the variation of conversion efficiency for the ZnO solar cell samples in different groups only results from the difference in photocurrent of the cells instead of open-circuit voltage or fill factor. Moreover, the photocurrent was basically related to either the dye adsorption amount determined by the internal surface area of the photoelectrode film or the propagation behavior of light within the photoelectrode film. However, a nitrogen sorption isotherm measurement revealed a same specific surface area, ~80 m²/g, for all these samples in different groups. For this reason, the dye adsorption amount was thought unlikely to be the reason that causes the difference in the short-circuit current density. Therefore, it was inferred that the film structures with differences in the aggregate size and size distribution might lead to different impacts on the transport of light so that the LHE of the photoelectrode was significantly affected.

Fig. 6. Dependence of (a) overall DSC conversion efficiency and (b) short-circuit current density on the geometrical structure of the films consisting of ZnO aggregates different in size or size distribution.

To demonstrate the impact of film structure on the transport of light, optical absorption spectra of all the films in seven groups were measured, as shown in Fig. 7. The film with 160-nm diameter ZnO nanocrystallites presented a typical absorption like that obtained for single
crystalline ZnO. The absorption below 385 nm, corresponding to the band gap energy of 3.2 eV, represents the intrinsic optical absorption of ZnO semiconductor caused by the electron transit from the valence band to the conduction band. Almost no absorption can be observed from this film in the visible region with wavelength above 385 nm. As the ZnO aggregates of nanocrystallites are gradually formed and the aggregate size becomes increased, the optical absorption of films in the visible region is apparently increased. The most significant increase occurs on the film that belongs to group 1 consisting of polydisperse ZnO aggregates with a broad size distribution from 120 to 360 nm in diameter. The result implies that the enhancement in optical absorption originates from the aggregation of ZnO nanocrystallites and is proportional to the average size of mono-sized aggregates or the dispersion degree of polydisperse aggregates in size distribution. This phenomenon can be explained by the light scattering of submicron-sized ZnO aggregates, which may change the transport direction of light travelled in the films and hereby attenuate the light that transmits through the films.

![Optical absorption spectra of ZnO films consisting of aggregates with different sizes and size distributions.](image)

Fig. 7. Optical absorption spectra of ZnO films consisting of aggregates with different sizes and size distributions.

Light scattering by spherical particles can be analytically described by the Lorenz-Mie-Debye resonance theory, in which the scattering efficiency, $Q_{sca}$, is given by \[62, 63\]

$$Q_{sca} = \frac{2}{x^2} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (2n+1) \left( |a_n|^2 + |b_n|^2 \right),$$

where $x = 2\pi/\lambda$ is the size parameter, $r$ is the radius of dielectric sphere, $\lambda$ is the wavelength of light, $a_n$ and $b_n$ are the complex Mie coefficients that can be calculated as

$$a_n = \frac{\psi_n(mx)\psi_n'(x) - m\psi_n(mx)\psi_n'(x)}{\psi_n(mx)\psi_n'(x) - m\psi_n(mx)\psi_n'(x)},$$

$$b_n = \frac{m\psi_n(mx)\psi_n'(x) - \psi_n(mx)\psi_n'(x)}{m\psi_n(mx)\psi_n'(x) - \psi_n(mx)\psi_n'(x)}$$

where $m$ is the refractive index of dielectric sphere, $\psi$ and $\zeta$ are the Riccati-Bessel functions \[64, 65\]. Figure 8 presents the results on a calculation of the scattering efficiency for mono-
sized ZnO aggregates with the diameter varied from 160 nm to 350 nm, corresponding to the samples in groups 3 through 7. During the calculation, the wavelength-dependent refractive index of ZnO was obtained from the literature [66]. From Fig. 8, one can see that the scattering efficiency is a function of incident wavelength and aggregate size. In the wavelength range of 400 ~ 900 nm, and statistically, the sample consisting of large aggregates with 350 nm diameter possesses the largest scattering efficiency, whereas the sample with 160 nm aggregates has the lowest scattering efficiency. This is reasonable because a resonant scattering most likely occurs when the size of aggregates is comparable with the wavelength of incident light. The calculated results of optical scattering efficiency for mono-sized aggregates as presented in Fig. 8 show a trend that the scattering becomes more intensive as the aggregate size increases. This verifies that the absorption enhancement reflecting on the experimental absorption spectra for larger sized aggregates is a result of light scattering.

![Fig. 8. Theoretical light scattering efficiency as a function of the wavelength while the scatterer size is changed in a range from 160 nm to 350 nm.](image)

The light scattering influences the transport behavior of light through changing the path and/or extending the distance of light travelled within the photoelectrode film. As a result, the light harvesting efficiency gets improved due to the increased probability of interaction between the photons and the dye molecules that adsorb on the ZnO nanocrystallites. Compared with the films that contain only mono-sized aggregates, the films with polydisperse aggregates take an apparent advantage in the enhancement of optical absorption and energy conversion efficiency, as shown in Figures 7 and 6a, respectively. Polydisperse aggregates likely lead to disordered structure when they are packed in a random way to form the film. Many literatures have demonstrated that the less ordered medium is more effective in the generation of multiple scattering to light and the formation of closed loops for light confinement [60, 61, 67]. The broader distribution of aggregate size means the increased irregularity in the assembly of film, resulting in the fact that, as mentioned above, the samples in group 1 consisting of polydisperse aggregates with the size distribution in a quite large range possess the highest conversion efficiency. Another reason that polydisperse aggregates exhibit excellent ability on the enhancement of optical absorption as well as solar cell efficiency is the different sized aggregates that can cause the light scattering in a wide wavelength range. Besides the generation of light scattering effect, the polydisperse aggregates are also thought to be of benefit to forming network interconnection and creating the photoelectrode film with a closely-packed structure, which may offer more pathways for the transport of electrons within the film.
2.6 Lithium ions induced improvement in solar cell performance

As an attempt to optimize the morphology and the surface chemistry of the aggregates, lithium ions were employed to mediate the growth of the ZnO aggregates. Such an approach has been proved to be effective in the increase of both the nanocrystallite size and the polydispersity of the aggregate size. This leads to improved dye adsorption and more effective light scattering for the photoelectrode film. An almost 53% increase in the conversion efficiency has been reported for the ZnO aggregates synthesized in the presence of lithium ions [52].

The fabrication of ZnO aggregates is similar to what is described in Sec. 2.1 but lithium ions are utilized to mediate the growth of the aggregates. For a typical fabrication process, 0.1 M zinc acetate dihydrate (ZnAc·2H2O) and 0.01 M lithium salt (e.g. LiAc·2H2O) were added to diethylene glycol (DEG) and the mixture was heated to 160 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min. The solution was kept at 160 °C for about 2 h so as to allow for the necessary chemical reactions to occur. Same as a treatment for preparing pure ZnO aggregates, the colloid was then concentrated by a sequential treatment of centrifugation, removal of the supernatant, and several redispersals of the precipitate in ethanol. The precipitate was finally dispersed in ethanol with a concentration of approximately 0.5 M and as-obtained colloidal suspension solution was ready for making photoelectrode film. The ZnO aggregates synthesized in the presence of lithium ions was denoted as "Li-ZnO". For comparison, "pure-ZnO" aggregate films were also prepared as reference while the reaction solution only contained ZnAc·2H2O and DEG.

![Photocurrent density vs Voltage](image)

Fig. 9. Photovoltaic behavior of ZnO films consisting of aggregates synthesized in the presence (denoted as "Li-ZnO") and absence (denoted as "pure-ZnO") of lithium ions.

Figure 9 shows the typical photovoltaic behavior of ZnO films consisting of aggregates synthesized in the presence and absence of lithium ions. These two types of films display similar open-circuit voltages ($V_{OC}$) in the range of 640-660 mV and fill factors (FF) of 0.44-0.48. However, they differ in short-circuit photocurrent densities ($I_{SC}$), i.e., 13 mA/cm$^2$ for pure-ZnO and 21 mA/cm$^2$ for Li-ZnO. The larger photocurrent density leads to higher conversion efficiency. The efficiency of the Li-ZnO film reached 6.1%, while a value of 4.0% was attained for the pure-ZnO film. Such a significant enhancement in the conversion efficiency was ascribed to the use of lithium ions during the ZnO aggregate synthesis, which offered a positive influence on the solar cell performance by affecting the morphology,
structure, and surface chemistry of the aggregates, and thus resulted in increased dye adsorption and more effective light scattering.

![Fig. 10. SEM images of the films with (a, b) pure-ZnO and (c, d) Li-ZnO aggregates.](image)

![Fig. 11. A schematic showing the impact of lithium ions on the growth of ZnO aggregates.](image)

Shown in Fig. 10 are the SEM images of pure-ZnO and Li-ZnO films. An apparent difference in the morphology can be seen under low magnification (Figures 10a and c). The pure-ZnO film is comprised of aggregates with a monodisperse size distribution, whereas the Li-ZnO film exhibits a broad distribution of aggregate size from several tens to several hundreds of nanometers. The different polydispersity of ZnO aggregates synthesized in the presence of lithium salt reflects the important influence of lithium ions on the growth of ZnO aggregates. As the schematic drawing shown in Fig. 11, it is possible that these lithium ions adsorb on the ZnO surface so as to mediate the agglomeration of ZnO nanocrystallites. A polydisperse size distribution of Li-ZnO aggregates is beneficial to light scattering, and it was
thought to contribute to the light harvesting efficiency of the photoelectrode and partially resulted in an increase in the conversion efficiency of the cells.

The difference of pure-ZnO and Li-ZnO films in the light scattering ability was confirmed by measuring optical absorption spectra of these two films. The results are shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen that both of these films present an intrinsic absorption band at wavelengths below 385 nm and an additional absorption hump in the visible region. The latter is thought to be a result of light scattering, which causes light extinction via diffuse reflection and/or diffuse transmission. This affects the film transparency and appears in the spectra as pseudo-absorption. For the Li-ZnO film, it shows that the absorption in the visible region is stronger than that of the pure-ZnO. This is just because the aggregates in the Li-ZnO film are highly polydisperse in size and may generate more efficient light scattering than the monodisperse aggregates.

![Optical absorption spectra of pure-ZnO and Li-ZnO films.](image)

Besides enhanced light scattering effect due to the polydispersity of ZnO aggregates in size, the use of lithium ions in the synthesis was also mentioned to increase the nanocrystallite size of ZnO and the pore size of aggregates. This offered a more porous structure for dye infiltration and electrolyte diffusion. Furthermore, the presence of lithium ions might else enhance the surface stability of ZnO, which prevented the formation of Zn\(^{2+}\)/dye complexes and favored dye adsorption on ZnO in a monolayer. All these factors were thought to jointly improve the solar cell performance. It is worth addressing that these samples were characterized through X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). However, no detectable difference could be found in the XPS spectra for the pure-ZnO and Li-ZnO films, indicating that these two films are identical with regards to chemical composition. In other words, it excludes the possibility that lithium exists in the ZnO as a dopant or forms a composite with ZnO, although the term "Li-ZnO" is used to represent the ZnO aggregates that are synthesized in the presence of lithium ions. The impact of lithium ions on the surface chemistry of ZnO can be else perceived by view of the large short-circuit photocurrent density, 21 mA/cm\(^2\), for Li-ZnO (Fig. 9). To some extent, this means that the absorption onset of the photoelectrode film has been significantly extended to be longer than ~750-nm wavelength, which is the near-infrared absorption edge of the N3 dye [68]. Such a scenario can be suggested to be a result of an enhancement in the coupling between the dye molecules and ZnO semiconductor, which contributes to the light absorption in the long wavelength region [52].
3. TiO₂ AGGREGATES AS LIGHT SCATTERING CENTERS

3.1 Synthesis of TiO₂ aggregates and characterization of photoelectrode films

With an attempt of following the same strategy as ZnO aggregates for light scattering, TiO₂ aggregates were also synthesized and studied on their photovoltaic performance. The synthesis of the TiO₂ aggregates was carried out by first fabricating TiO₂ spheres through adding a mixture of 1 mL of titanium isopropoxide and 30 mL of ethylene glycol into 400 mL of acetone containing 1 mL of DI-water under vigorous stirring [69]. The precipitate of TiO₂ spheres was then treated with 500 mL of DI-water containing 0.5 mL of acetate acid in a reflux at 120 °C for 1.5 h. This step leads to the formation of nanocrystallite aggregates. The product was then washed with ethanol several times, dried at 100 °C, and finally ground into a fine powder for use. With a TiO₂ sol and using a hydrothermal method [70, 71], nanocrystalline TiO₂ was also synthesized and mixed with TiO₂ aggregates in a given ratio to form different structured photoelectrode films. Sample I consists of TiO₂ nanocrystallites alone. Sample II is made of only TiO₂ aggregates. Samples III through V are films of nanocrystallites admixed with aggregates in different ratios: 3:1 (nanocrystallites:aggregates in weight) for Sample III, 1:1 for Sample IV, and 1:3 for Sample V. All films of ~0.25 cm² in size were prepared to be approximately 10 μm in thickness, annealed at 450 °C for 30 min, and sensitized with 0.5 mM N719 dye ([RuL₂(NCS)₂]:2TBA, TBA=tetra-n-butylammonium).

Shown in Fig. 13 are the SEM images of Sample I (the TiO₂ nanocrystalline film) and Sample II (the TiO₂ aggregate film). It can be seen that Sample I is formed by disperse nanocrystallites with an average diameter of about 20 nm. This structure is the same as those used for photoelectrode films in traditional DSCs fabricated with P25 powder (Degussa, Germany). Sample II is composed of spherical TiO₂ aggregates with submicron dimensions. A very rough surface can be observed for the aggregates in Sample II. This is thought to be the result of the porous structure of the aggregates. With a TEM observation, it has been revealed that the aggregates are comprised of interconnected nano-sized crystallites [72, 73]. The porosity of the as-synthesized aggregates was also evident through characterization of the specific surface area using the BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) technique [74]. A value of ~100 m²/g was attained for the aggregates.

Shown in Fig. 14 are the XRD patterns of Sample I and Sample II. It can be seen that the film of Sample I, which consists of nanocrystalline TiO₂, possesses a pure anatase crystal structure. However, the film of Sample II, which is comprised of aggregates, contains anatase
and a small fraction of brookite. In DSCs with a TiO$_2$ photoelectrode film, it is well-known that the solar cell performance is crucially dependent on the TiO$_2$ crystal structure. This is because the crystal structure affects both the adsorption density of dye molecules on the TiO$_2$ and the injection efficiency of electrons transferring from the dye to the TiO$_2$ semiconductor. Compared to the rutile and brookite phases, anatase TiO$_2$ has been proven to be the preferred phase for achieving high density dye adsorption and efficient electron injection [75].
difference in the crystal structures of Samples I and II results from the use of different synthesis routes, i.e., hydrothermal growth for the nanocrystalline TiO$_2$ and hydrolysis fabrication at a relatively low temperature for the aggregates. Based on the XRD patterns shown in Fig. 14, the average crystallite sizes were estimated to be ~18 nm for Sample I (the nanocrystalline film) and ~8 nm for Sample II (the aggregate film). The latter reflects the size of nanocrystallites that form into the aggregates.

Samples III through V are hybrid films consisting of nanocrystallites and aggregates in three different ratios (nanocrystallites:aggregates in weight), 3:1 for Sample III, 1:1 for Sample IV, and 1:3 for Sample V. Shown in Fig. 15 are the SEM images of these samples. It is evident that the submicron aggregates and the nanoscale crystallites are homogeneously blended. This ensures uniform scattering of the light within the nanocrystalline films. Shown in Fig. 15(d) is a schematic diagram demonstrating the embedded structure of the hybrid films. The TiO$_2$ aggregates act as light scatterers and, thus, cause the light to travel through a much longer distance within the film when compared to the case of no light scattering. Since the crystallite size of the nanocrystalline film is far smaller than the wavelength of visible light, light in the film propagates in a straight direction, penetrates through, and ultimately, with the exception of the light being absorbed, moves away from the film.

![Graph showing optical transmittance comparison](image)

**Fig. 16.** A comparison of the optical transmittance of the TiO$_2$ nanocrystalline film (Sample I), aggregate film (Sample II), and the films of nanocrystallites mixed with aggregates in different ratios: 3:1 (Sample III), 1:1 (Sample IV), and 1:3 (Sample V). The inset shows a magnified view of the spectra of Samples II, V, and IV.

The existence of light scattering caused by aggregates in the films of Samples II through V can be noted by simply observing the transparency and the film color. For example, Sample I (the nanocrystalline film with no aggregates) is almost transparent, even though it is almost 10 μm in thickness. However, Sample II (the aggregate film with the same thickness) is a milky white color and has an extremely low transparency. As shown in Fig. 16, the difference in the transparency can be reflected experimentally by comparing the transmittance of the films. Among the films, it can be seen that Sample I (the nanocrystalline film) exhibits the highest transmittance. This is because the size of the nanocrystallites in Sample I is far smaller than the wavelength of visible light. With the exception of the light that is being absorbed, most of the incident light with a photon energy larger than the band gap of TiO$_2$
(~3.2 eV) can pass through the film and be detected as a transmitted portion. Sample II (the film consisting of aggregates) presents the poorest transmittance. This arises from the light scattering generated by the aggregates. As stated above, the aggregates possess a submicron size that is comparable to the wavelength of visible light. As such, incident light is efficiently scattered. This results in an extinction of the light that transmits through the film. The films of Samples III through V, which are composed of nanocrystallites and aggregates, show transmittance intensities between those of Sample I and Sample II. As the ratio of aggregates to nanocrystallites is increased, the intensities of the film transmittance gradually decrease.

3.2 Increased solar cell efficiency with TiO₂ aggregate scatterers

Photovoltaic performance of Samples I through V is summarized in Table 2. It is evident that the hybrid films and the films of nanocrystallites and aggregates exhibit an apparent difference in the overall solar cell conversion efficiency even though the film fabrication, dye sensitization, and solar cell assembly process were the same for all samples. While Sample I, the nanocrystalline film, yielded an intermediate efficiency of 5.6%, the highest conversion efficiency, 6.8%, was achieved on Sample IV, the nanocrystalline film composed of 50% aggregates. In other words, when aggregates were employed as scatterers, an almost 21% increase in the conversion efficiency was attained. In Samples III (25% aggregates) and V (75% aggregates), the conversion efficiency decreased to 5.5% and 5.0%, respectively. This result implies that the enhancement effect on the conversion efficiency can be only achieved when the nanocrystallites are mixed with the aggregates in a certain ratio, for example, ~50% in this study. Such a scenario can be explained by a decrease in amount of dye adsorbed on the photoelectrode films due to the unsuitable surface facets of the nanocrystallites that form into the aggregates. This counteracts the light scattering effect. Therefore, an enhancement in the conversion efficiency can only be achieved when the content of aggregates in nanocrystalline film is within a proper percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;OC&lt;/sub&gt; (mV)</th>
<th>I&lt;sub&gt;SC&lt;/sub&gt; (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; (mV)</th>
<th>I&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt; (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>η (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>nanocrystallites</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>aggregates</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>25% of aggregates</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>14.60</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>50% of aggregates</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>75% of aggregates</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>11.19</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>9.55</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The unsuitability of the facets of the TiO₂ aggregates can, to some extent, be shown by the XRD patterns of Fig. 14. As mentioned above, Sample II contains a small fraction of brookite in addition to anatase. This indicates a difference in the facets between Sample II and Sample I; the latter is hydrothermally synthesized and is composed of pure anatase phase. While the use of aggregates in a nanocrystalline film may improve the light harvesting by generating light scattering, the unsuitable facets of the aggregates may simultaneously give rise to insufficient dye adsorption and thus, impair the optical absorption of the photoelectrode film. The existence of unsuitable facets would explain the low conversion efficiency of ~2.8% for Sample II, which consists of aggregates alone.
Besides the unsuitable facets, an undesirably small pore size of the aggregates as shown in Fig. 13b is also thought to be one of the factors that induce the poor conversion efficiency in the aggregate film (Sample II). Such a small pore size is believed to be a bottleneck that may hinder both the infiltration of dye molecules into the aggregates and the diffusion of liquid electrolyte when the solar cell is under an operating condition. In addition, for Sample II consisting of aggregates alone, the loosely organized packing structure of the film, which results from the relatively large size of as-made aggregates, would inevitably cause a loss in the surface area of the photoelectrode film. Such a morphology also has the tendency to lower the dye adsorption amount and depress the overall conversion efficiency of the cells.

Obviously, the use of TiO$_2$ aggregates as light scatterers combined with nanocrystalline film in DSCs is effective for an enhancement in the conversion efficiencies. However, the TiO$_2$ aggregates synthesized with the method presented in Sec. 3.1 are still non-ideal in the crystal structure and the porosity. Such issues present many opportunities for future work. By developing TiO$_2$ aggregates to 1) possess proper facets so as to achieve sufficient dye adsorption, and 2) have a more porous structure with a large pore size so as to facilitate dye infiltration and electrolyte diffusion, it is anticipated that the light scattering enhancement effect of the TiO$_2$ aggregates could be further improved. This would ultimately lead to more significant increase in the conversion efficiencies of dye-sensitized nanocrystalline solar cells.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Oxide nanocrystallite aggregates possess both large specific surface area and suitable size comparable to the wavelength of light. The oxide nanocrystallite aggregates are therefore a class of effective light scatterers and, while used for dye-sensitized solar cells, can generate light scattering and thus extend the traveling distance of light within the photoelectrode film. Such an extension in the light traveling distance may result in an enhancement in the light harvesting efficiency of the photoelectrode and, ultimately, improve the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell.

When this notion was applied to ZnO DSCs, it had been observed a more than 120% increase in the conversion efficiency with photoelectrode film consisting of ZnO nanocrystallite aggregates compared with that comprised of nanocrystallites only. In the case of TiO$_2$, the photoelectrode film that was formed by TiO$_2$ aggregates presented pretty poor conversion efficiency much lower than that obtained for nanocrystalline film. This had been attributed to the non-ideal porosity of the TiO$_2$ aggregates and the unsuitable facets of the nanocrystallites that formed to the aggregates. However, a 21% improvement in the conversion efficiency was still observed for the TiO$_2$ films made of nanocrystallites mixed with 50% aggregates, indicating the effectiveness of the TiO$_2$ aggregates as light scatterers in dye-sensitized solar cells. Further optimization of the structure and the surface chemistry of the TiO$_2$ aggregates, aiming to more significant improvement in the conversion efficiency of dye-sensitized solar cells, is necessary.
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